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Planning, creating and managing an online
campaign can be a daunting task, and one that
often gets added to the ‘too-hard basket’. From
writing and editing the copy, to design, marketing
and measuring performance, there’s a lot to
plan and do. Having the right tools in place can
make creating your online campaign easy and
successful.
What exactly do we mean by “online campaign”?
Basically, it’s an eBook, a whitepaper, a video, a
podcast, a checklist - anything that will prompt
people to give you their contact details and

that goes above and beyond just offering a
newsletter. They actually get something in return
for giving you their details – something they
can download that’s going to be of use to them.
The point of the campaign is to build your email
subscriber list and gather new business leads. You
can communicate with these new subscribers in
future, build a relationship and hopefully convert
them into clients.
In this guide, you’ll learn how to plan, execute,
promote, and measure your online campaign.
Let’s get started.

Step 1: Planning your campaign
Every campaign starts with an idea. Ideas for online marketing
campaigns can come from a variety of sources. Sometimes you’ll
have something in particular that you want to promote, and other
times your research will lead you to a topic. A great place to start is
to think about your ideal client and the problems they face (i.e. why
they might contact you for help). Can you create an opt-in campaign
that will help them to solve those problems?
Wherever the idea for your campaign comes from, good planning is
the key to making it successful. Think about things like:
· What is the deadline for the campaign? You’ll need to work
backwards and leave enough time for writing, editing and
designing the campaign, whether you’re doing it yourself or
outsourcing these tasks.
· If you’re working in a team, it’s a good idea to designate tasks
and work out who is responsible for each task.
· What is the purpose of the campaign? What are your goals,
what do you want to achieve by running this campaign?
· How will you promote the campaign? Which social media
channels will you use, when will you post, for how long, how
frequently?
· What are your keywords for the campaign?
Planning is crucial to getting your campaign just right and creating
an offer that your customers will be delighted with.

Step 2: Creating
your campaign
Once you’ve got a workable plan
in place, you can start production.
This is where you work out the
structure of your campaign. If
you’re doing an e-book, work
out how you can organise your
information into chapters or
sections. If you’re doing a video
series, work out how many videos
you’re going to have and the
content for each one.
Exactly how you create your offer
is going to depend on what you’re
offering and whether you’re doing
it yourself or outsource the work.
So whatever you need to do, get
it done. Create those PDF’s, film
those videos or record those
podcasts.
This stage of your campaign is
also the time to create some
promotional images that you can
use in emails, blogs and on social
media. Make sure you have a
variety of images available that
have the right dimensions for
each social media channel.
And finally, before you do
anything, test your campaign!
Do a mock sign up and make
sure all your automation emails
work, that your offer actually
downloads and that everything
goes smoothly and looks great.

Step 3: Promoting your campaign
If you’ve planned well and created an irresistible offer, then
launching and promoting your campaign will be fun and
exciting!
This is an important milestone, but promoting it once is not
the end of your campaign. The best way to get sustained
value out of your online campaign is though Search Engine
Optimisation. Your campaign’s landing page should be the
focus of the majority of your SEO efforts, with effort also going
into optimising the blog posts that link to your landing page.
You should also spend a fair bit of time scheduling social media
posts for the weeks following the launch, making sure that
they’re different each time so your audience sees something
fresh. Paid social media advertisements might be something
to consider if your budget allows for it, as well as an ad though
Google AdWords. Paid ads work well, but remember they will
only work as long as you are paying for them.
A better long-term approach is to focus on SEO and organic
searches, and through engaging your visitors on social media.

Step 4: Measuring your campaign success
Once your campaign has been launched, you might be tempted to think that’s it! But if this is going to be
a long-term campaign that is successful, you’ll need to monitor the campaign’s performance and see if
there’s any capacity for it to be improved. You can track and monitor the campaign using something like
Google Analytics.
It’s a good idea to track and pay attention to metrics such as:
· How many people have viewed your landing page?
· How many people have filled out your landing page form to download your free giveaway?
· How many new contacts do you have as a result of the campaign?
· What is your conversion rate? i.e. what percentage of visitors to your landing page have signed up?
Once you know how your campaign is tracking, you’ll be able to see which sources are sending you the
most amount of traffic – organic, paid or social. If this is your first ever online campaign, tracking your
progress is going to be a steep learning curve for you. If you were able to launch it again, would you do
anything differently? If you decide to launch another campaign in a few months time, you’ll be able to learn
from this one and see what worked and what didn’t.
After the campaign, it’s important to do something with the information you collected. After all, that is
usually the whole point of doing an online campaign. Keep the communication lines open with your new
contacts, and engage and converse with them. Send them regular newsletters, encourage them to join
you on social media and send them exclusive offers. Use their engagement to promote your products
or services, upsell and cross sell. Turning these new leads in to paying customers is the name of the
game, so good luck!
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